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We show how to compute the multiplicative complexity of the Discrete Fourier 
Transform on any set of data points. 
In this paper we show how to compute the multiplicative complexity of 
the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) on any set of input data points. This 
work is a conclusion to a series of papers beginning with [3], where 
Winograd computed the complexity of the l-dimensional DFT on p points, 
p a prime, and showed how to construct minimal algorithms for this case. In 
[l] Auslander and Winograd prove a theorem which will play a central role 
in this paper. This theorem gives the complexity of, and a construction of 
minimal algorithms for evaluating various sets of functions which they call 
semisimple linear systems. In this paper we will show that the DFT on any 
set of points is equivalent to such a system. We will review all the above 
concepts in later sections. First we give a basis-free definition of the DFI’. 
Let G be a finite Abelian group of order n. Let L(G) be the n-dimensional 
complex-vector space of functions from G to C. Let G denote the dual 
group of G; an element x E G is a homomorphism x : G + C. Also let 
L(G) denote the vector space of complex valued functions on G. The DFT 
on G is a linear operator F : L(G) ---, L(G) defined for every g E G as 
To see a matrix picture of the operator F, let us choose a presentation 
G = (Z/n,Z) @ - . - CB( Z/n,Z), a direct sum of cyclic groups. We will 
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identify each direct summand Z/njZ with the group of integers between 0 
and nj - 1 with operation addition modulo nj. Then every element in G can 
be written as (a,,. . ., ak) with 0 I a -C nj. The dual group G is isomorphic 
to G. The elements of G, called characters, can be indexed as x( b,, . . . , bk), 
where 
XV 1,. ., b,)(q,. . ., ak) = ,~lw’a~ 
wj = exp(2ai/nj). Now the equations defining the DFT assume their familiar 
form (we suppress the x in the expression): 
This presentation of F is called by signal processors the k-dimensional DFT 
on (n,,..., nk) points. 
For every g E G, let fs E L(G) be the function which is 1 on g and 0 
elsewhere. Then { f,]g E G } is a basis for L(G). We have a similar basis 
{ fl,lg E G } for L( 6). Let us order the elements of G lexicographically, 
relative to our choice of presentation. The isomorphism (a,, . . . , uk) +B 
X($..., uk) of G onto 6 induces a lexicographic ordering of the elements 
of G, and these in turn induce orderings on the basis elements&, of G and r, 
of G. Relative to these orderings, the matrix of the DFT has the form 
F(G) = Fl 8 -.- Q Fk, 
where 4 is the l-dimensional DFT matrix on nj points and 8 denotes the 
tensor (direct, Kroenecker) product of matrices. 
It will be convenient o choose a particular presentation of G as a direct 
sum of p-primary groups. That is, G = G, CB . . * 0 G,, where Gj = 
(z/p9j.l)z) e . . . CB (Z/p,?(j. ‘J’Z) and pi,. . . , pk are distinct primes. In 
this iaper we will first study the structure of F(Gj) for such p-primary 
groups Gj. It is here that we have to do the dirty work. Studying the tensor 
product will then be very simple. 
In presenting the results in this paper, we will draw heavily from the 
material in [l-3]. Indeed this paper basically follows the approach in [3], 
but uses the stronger results later obtained in [l] and [2]. The following is a 
brief outline of the paper. In Section 1 we define semilinear systems and 
review from [I] a result on equivalence of such systems. Section 2 is a review 
of some results on cyclotomic fields. Section 3 shows how to obtain a system 
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built from van der Monde matrices that is equivalent o F(G) where G is a 
p-primary group. Section 4 is a review of the detailed results from [l] on the 
complexity of what we will now call semisimple linear systems. The next two 
sections study the structure of F(G) for p-primary groups; we treat the cases 
p # 2 and p = 2 separately. The last section, which is essentially a simple 
counting argument, takes care of the general case. 
1. ALGORITHMS AND COMPLEXITY OF SEMI-LINEAR SYSTEMS 
In signal processing, one often wants to evaluate matrix-vector products 
of the form F(G)X, where F(G) is the matrix of the DFT on a finite abelian 
group G of order, say, n, and X is any n-dimensional column vector with 
complex entries. When we speak about the task of computing the DFT, we 
will mean evaluating the vector F(G)X, where X = (xi,. . . , x,)’ is a vector 
of distinct indeterminates. We will say that X is a full vector. Let H = 
C(x 1,‘. -3 x,) be the purely transcendental extension of the complexes. 
An algorithm for evaluating F(G)X consists of two parts. First, it has a 
finite base set B c C U {x1,..., x, }; this is the fixed memory. Second, it 
has a finite sequence hi E H, where either hi E B or hi = hj * h, withj < i, 
k < i, and * is one of the four field operations in H. If (yi,. . . , yn)’ = 
F(G)X, then we require that for each i = 1,. . . , n there is a j such that 
yi = hi. 
Complexity theory of the Fourier transform is concerned with the mini- 
mum number of nonrational multiplication/division operations (essential 
m/d steps) an algorithm must use in order to evaluate F(G)X. An essential 
m/d step in an algorithm h,,. . ., h, is any hi which is not of the following 
type: (i) hi E B; (ii) hi = hj * h,, where * is either an addition or a 
subtraction; (iii) hi = hj X h,, and either hj or h, is rational; (iv) hi = h,, 
and h, is rational. 
More generally, we may consider any MX, where M is a complex matrix 
and X is a full vector, and talk about algorithms for evaluating MX and 
essential m/d steps. The complexity of MX, denoted by p(M), is the 
minimum number of essential m/d steps that any algorithm evaluating MX 
must have. 
MX is called in [l] a semilinear system. In that paper, semilinear systems 
are in fact more general objects; in this paper, we will always assume that M 
is a complex matrix and X is a full vector. The following theorem is an 
immediate corollary of the results in (11. 
THEOREM 1. Let MX, NY, and RZ be semilinear systems, where R is a 
rational matrix. Suppose that there exist nonsingular rational matrices A and 
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Then p(M) = p(N). 
The systems MX and NY in Theorem 1 are said to be rationally 
equivalent, or (in this paper, because the ground field is fixed to be the 
rationals) equivalent. We will then write A4 - N. 
We will also need the following definitions. Let r: C + C/Q be the 
natural vector space projection modulo the rationals. For fi, . . . , fk E C, let 
&(fi,. . .9 fk) denote the Q-vector space spanned by the fi. Clearly, if 
F= Q(fl,..., fk), the extension of Q obtained by adjoimng to it the 
elements f, then dim Lo{ r(J.)} = [I;: Q] - 1. If A4 is a complex matrix, 
then we will let L,(M) denote the Q-vector space spanned by the entries of 
M. Finally, because we always take X to be a full vector, we will often write 
M for the semilinear system MX. 
2. ELEMENTARY RESULTS ON CYCLOTOMIC FIELDS 
For any positive integer m, the equation urn - 1 has m distinct roots, 
called the m-roots of unity. This set of roots forms a cyclic multiplicative 
group with generator e(m) = exp(2ni/m). Now e(m)O is a primitive m-root 
of unity if and only if (a, m) = 1, that is, a and m are relatively prime. Let 
+(m) denote the number of nonnegative integers less than m which are 
relatively prime to m; $ is called the Euler function. There are precisely 
+(m) primitive roots of unity. The field R(m) = Q(e(m)) is called a 
cyclotomic field. Let p,(u) denote the minimal polynomial of e(m) over Q. 
Then 
(1) P,(U) = ll,,,,,.-l<u - e(m)% 
(2) Wm) = QW~P,&)~ 
(3) urn - 1 = l-LhPd(U). 
p,(u) are called cyclotomic polynomials. 
For the rest of this section we will restrict ourselves to the case where 
m = pk, p a prime. We have 
lu - 1, k = 0, 
p(u) = (p - I)/( 
i 
P,- l(4) = 
p-1 
c 
j=O 
U&k -I , k>l, 
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and 
N3(Pm(4 =+(m) = (;k-yp _ 1) 9 ;; ;’ 
The cp(m) roots of p,(u) are e(m)“, (a, m) = 1, 0 -C a < m. This set of 
roots forms a group G(m) with multiplication e(m)“e(m)b = e(m)a*b, 
where a * b = ab mod m. Equivalently, the nonnegative integers less than m 
and relatively prime to m form a group U(m) under multiplication modulo 
m. U(m) is often called the multiplicative group of units in Z/mZ. The 
order of U(m) is of course +(m). 
Whenp is odd, U(m) is a cyclic group. Let g E U(m) be a generator. We 
can use the group structure to order the roots of p,(u) as follows: 
e(m), e(m)g(‘), e(m)g(*),. . ., e(m)g(cp(m)-l), where g(a) = g” (in U(m)), 
a=0 , . . . , G(m) - 1. Such an ordering will be called here a proper ordering 
of the roots of p,( u). It will often be convenient o write a for e(m)‘. Thus, 
a proper ordering of the roots of p,( u) is a, g(l), . . . , g($( m) - 1). 
When p = 2 and k 2 3, U(m) = (Z/22) $ ( Z/2k-2Z). This time take 
5 E U(m) to be a generator of the Z/2k- *Z subgroup, and let h = m - 1; 
h is not an element in this subgroup. A proper ordering of the roots of 
p,(u) in this case will be g(O),. . .,g(t), g’(O),. . .,@, where t = 2k-2 - 
1, g(u) = e(m)g(n), g(u) = 5” andxa)=(m)s (‘), g’(a) = h5”. 
We close this section with the following observation. 
LEMMA 1. For any integers I, and I,, gr,@(m’p) = g’z*(““p) if and only if 
I, = 1,mod p. 
Proof. The homomorphism g c) pg of Z/pkZ onto Z/pk - ‘Z maps a 
generator to a generator. 
3. EQUIVALENT FORMS OF THE DFT 
Let m = pk, p a prime, and let V(m) be the van der Monde matrix 
generated by the roots of p,,,( u). If p # 2 and the roots are properly ordered, 
then 
V(m) = 
1 go g(o)* *** go”‘“‘- l 
1 go g(l)* ... go”“‘- l 
1 g($(m) - 1) g(+(m) - 1)’ -. . g(cp(m) - l)*‘“‘-’ 
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If p = 2, k 2 3, and the roots are properly ordered, then 
1 &oJ g(oJ’ -.. &p-l - 
V(m) = 
1 &J g(rl’ *** d.ir@- l 
1 g’(0) g’(o)2 * * * g’(o)“+ ’ -- 
1 &) gyt)2 . . . &p-l 
where, as before, t = 2k- 2 - 1. The following result was proved in [2]. 
THEOREM 2. Let G = Z/pkZ, p a prime. There exists a nonsingular 
rational matrix R and a permutation matrix P such that 
I 
v( P”) 
PF(G)R = 
v( P’) 
- . 
V(P”) 
Observe that V( p”) = (1). 
We will adopt the following notation: for matrices A,, . . ., A,, we will 
write 
fiAj= . 
j=l 
Theorems 1 and 2 yield 
COROLLARY 1. For G = Z/pkZ, F(G) - llT=,V( pj). 
We next consider the case of a p-primary group G = G, @ * * * @ G,, 
where Gj = Z/p”(j)Z, p a prime. Using the two elementary tensor product 
identities (A 63 B)(C 8 D) = AC 8 BD and A Q (B X C) = (A Q B) X 
(A 8 C), we have 
4) 4W 
F(G) = F(G,) 8 ... Q F(G,) - ,voV(p’) @ ... @ ,no V(P’) 
x I-I v( pi(l)) 8 . - - @ v( p’(N)). 
05l(j)lu(j) 
j=l,..., N 
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Now some I(a), a = l,..., N is maximal in the set 1(l),. . . , I(N). For 
notational convenience, assume I(N) is maximal. Then the results in [2] 
show that there is an integer d (which is computable) such that 
v( pW) @ . . . 8 v( p’y - I-j v( p’q. 
Let II,V( p’) = dV( p’). The above discussion proves the following. 
THEOREM 3. If G is a p-primary group, then there exists integers N, 
d ,,,. . ., d,,, such that F(G) - l-&d,V(p’). 
4. SEMI-SIMPLE LINEAR SYSTEMS 
In this section we will discuss a class of semilinear systems, called 
semisimple linear systems, for which the complexity problem was solved in 
[l]. Unfortunately, the semilinear systems lld,V( p’) are not semisimple. In 
Sections 5 and 6 we will show that these systems are, however, equivalent o 
semisimple linear systems. 
We return again to the notation of Section 1. Let u be an indeterminate 
over H, and let Pj( u) E Q[ u], j = 1,. . . , I be manic irreducible polynomials 
of degree nj. Let 
qktU) = C fij" (:‘I,’ i) (~~~xij~~i]mod pj(u), 
where 1 ~j I I, 1 I k I nj - 1, hj E C, and xijk are all distinct inde- 
terminates (and distinct from a). Denote by C(Pj, fi, xj,) the set of coeffi- 
cients of qk(a); these are called simple-linear systems. Denote by 
fjC( Pj, 4, Xi) the set of coefficients of U i=,C(P,., 6, X,, k). A semilinear 
system of the form UfzltjC( Pi, fi, Xi) will be called a semisimple linear 
system. 
We will now give a formulation of this concept that is close to the spirit of 
this paper. Let Cj be the companion matrix of Pj(u), and let xjk = 
(XOjkv Xljk . . . x(n,-l)jk)~ 1 ~j I 1. Consider the nj X nj C-matrix Aj = 
Z;&‘hjC/. Then the elements of C(Pj, A., xjk) are the entries of the vector 
AjXj. The elements of fjC(P,, 6, Xi,) are the entries of the vector 
(fjAj)q = [ Aj **. 1 Aj
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The elements of U J=ltjC( Pi, hiXj) are the entries of the vector 
(btjAj)X= [ ‘IA1 **- t,A][ :]. 
A special case of the main theorem in [l] asserts the following. 
THEOREM 4. If S = II&l tjAjX is a semisimple linear system and 
dim&(hj)= ~nj,wherenj=degP,(w),rhen 
j=l 
pS = C tj(2nj - 1). 
j=l 
The theorem in [l] in fact shows how to construct minimal algorithms for 
such S. 
We can view Aj = Zy&‘fijq! as an element in the representation of 
F = <Wl/(~<W Q C in the ring of nj X nj matrices. We will call 
Q[ u]/(pi( u)) the field associated with Aj. Let us restate the last result in a 
slightly different way. 
THEOREM 4’. If S = TItjAjX is a semisimple linear system where the Aj 
are associated with the jields 5, and dim L,(S) = Cdim 5, then @ IS 
computable and one can in fact produce minimal algorithms for S. 
Remark 1. We purposely changed the conclusion of the theorem. This is 
because later on we will prove that various semilinear systems are equivalent 
to semisimple linear systems, but we will not want to keep track of the 
number of direct summands. In fact, we will see that for any particular case 
which we shall deal with, this can actually be done. But our aim here is not 
to give explicit numerical solutions (which involve various number-theoretic 
functions like the Euler function). Rather, we want to prove our assertions 
that the complexity is computable and that minimal algorithms can be 
constructed. 
We close this section with an easy extension of Theorem 4’. Instead of 
insisting that the direct summands Aj be associated with fields, we insist that 
they are associated with finite dimensional semisimple abelian Q-algebras. 
That is, we want to consider systems S such that there exists a nonsingular 
matrix R, and RSR - ’ is a semisimple linear system. Henceforth we will also 
call such systems emisimple linear systems. 
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THEOREM 4A. If S = ntjAjX is a semilinear system where the Aj are 
associated with jinite dimensional semisimple abelian Q-algebras aj, and if 
dim LQ( S) = C dim aj, then @ is computable. 
Proof. The hypothesis of Theorem 4A is satisfied for the system S if and 
only if there is a nonsingular rational matrix R such that the hypothesis of 
Theorem 4’ is satisfied for the system RSR - ‘. 
5. THE ~-PRIMARY CASE, p + 2 
Because our constructions will be quite detailed, we begin with an explicit 
example. 
EXAMPLE. Consider G = Z/9Z. There exists a nonsingular rational ma- 
trix R and a permutation matrix P1 such that 
1 
PJ(G)R = v(3) 
v(9) 
where 
v(3) = : ;: 9 
[ I 
and 
0) 
where w = exp(2ni/9). Observe that PI was chosen so that the rows of V(9) 
reflect a proper ordering of the roots of p,(u) = z.8 + u3 + 1, taking 2 as a 
generator for the multiplicative group of units in Z/9Z. 
Observe that columns of V(9) are of the form 
( W~W*aW4a . . . w5~ >’ 
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where a is an integer between 0 and 5. Let us form the matrix 
1 w1 w2 w3 w4 w5 w7 w8 
1 w2 w4 w6 w8 w1 w5 w7 
V(9) = ; ;; ;; ;; ;; ;; ;: ;: * (2) 
1 w7 w5 w3 w1 w8 w4 w2 
-1 w5 wl w6 w2 w7 w8 w4- 
v(9) was built from V(9) by adding two columns, also of the form 
( WaW2aW4a.. . w5y, 
where D is an integer between 6 and 9 which is relatively prime to 3. Then 
V(9) = v(9)Z*, where Z* is the 8 x 6 matrix whose first six rows are the 
6 x 6 identity matrix and the last two rows are all zeros. Also observe that 
the last two columns are linearly dependent of the first 6 columns. We next 
permute the columns of r(9) to yield 
v(9)” = 
1 w3 w1 w5 w7 w8 w4 w2’ 
1 w6 w2 w1 w5 w7 w8 w4 
1 ws w4 w2 w1 w5 w7 w8 
1 w6 w8 w4 w2 w1 w5 w7 
1 w3 w7 w8 w4 w2 w1 w5 
1 w6 w5 w7 w8 w4 w2 w1 
= v(9)p2, (3) 
where P2 is the appropriate permutation matrix. Let us write 
v(9)* = P(9)I~(9)1~ (4 
where D(9) is the matrix formed by the first two columns of V(9)*, and 
E(9) is the remaining six columns, as highlighted in Eq. (3). Observe that 
v(3) 
D(9) = v(3) 
v(3) 
and that E(9) is the cyclic convolution matrix 
E(9)= i wW(zf6 - I), 
J=o 
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where C(u6 - 1) is the companion matrix of u6 - 1. We have shown so far 
that 
v(9) = V(9)1* = v(9)#P*1*. (5) 
We next exploit the fact that we can view E(9) as an element in the 
representation of the ring F[u]/(u6 - l), F = Q(w). We write u6 - 1 = 
(u2’- 1)(u4 + u* + l), a product of relatively prime polynomiak in Q[u]. 
The Chinese’ Remainder Theorem (CRT) [3] gives a rational isomorphism 
Qs[4/W - 1) z Q[u]/(u’ - 1) 6B Q[u]/(u4 + u2 + 1). 
We also have the induced rational isomorphism 
Fb1/w - 1) z F[u]/(u’ - 1) $ F[u]/(u4 + u2 + 1). 
In matrix language, the CRT gives an algorithm for finding a nonsingular 
rational matrix B such that 
BE(9)B-’ = [ Hr) K;g)], (6) 
where 
H(9) = i ajCi(u2 - 1) 
j=O 
K(9) = i gcqu4 + u* + 1) 
j=O 
and aj, fij are defined by the equations 
j=O j=O 
mod u2 - 1 
3 5 
C fljuj = C w*‘uj mod u4 + u* + 1. 
j=O j=O 
Remark 2. Let W(u) = C/!&J/, Gj E F 3 Q, where F is any field 
extension of Q. Then the matrix B satisfies the equation 
B( G,, t$ . . . Es),,)’ = (y,, . . . y5)‘, 
where yO + y,u = W(u)mod u2 - 1, and zO + ziu + z2u2 + z3u3 = 
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W( u)mod u4 + u2 + 1. This observation enables us to compute BD(9) very 
easily. If ( G0 $ . . . G5) is a column of D(9) then $, = G2 = G4 and k, = $ 
= $. We claim that y0 = 3@,,,y, = 3$, and z0 = z1 = z2 = zs = 0. This is 
because W(U) = (++, + G12;u)(u4 + u2 + 1) 
Therefore 
3($ + El,,) mod u* - 1 = 
0 mod u4 + u2 + 1. 
V(3) 3V(3) 
BD(9) = B V(3) = 0 I I[ V(3) 0 1 . (7) 
We next observe that H(9) = 0; in this explicit example this is just an 
easy calculation. We will see that the vanishing of a part of the CRT 
isomorphism happens in general. This fact together with Eqs. 6 and 7 imply 
that 
BV(9)* 
[: By’]= [ ‘!) : H;9)] 63) 
If we define the 6 x 8 matrix 
I2 0 0 
s= 0 0 14’ [ 1 
then we have 
BV(9)# [; B’l] = [‘f’ K;9)]‘- 
Now using Eq. (5) and setting P3 = P21*, we can write 
BV(9) = BV(9)#P, 
= BV(9)” 
(9) 
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where 
T=S 
and T is a rational matrix. Because the left-hand side of Eq. (10) is 
nonsingular (B is a change of basis matrix and V(3) is a van der Monde 
matrix generated by distinct nonzero elements), K(9) and T must be 
nonsingular. 
Finahy,let Y=(: -:) andZ=( -i k).Then 
We can now use this fact together with Eqs. (1) and (10) to block 
diagonalize the matrix F(G). Specifically, if we define the 9 x 9 nonsingular 
rational matrices 
1 
A= I Y I 1 I3 0 
Y 
1p 
0 B 1 
I4 
and 
then 
AF(G)B = 
B= 
1 
1 
Z 
z * 1 
-2 
(w’ - w”) 
-2 * (11) 
(w’ - w”) 
K(9) _ 
Therefore the complexity of F(G) is the same as that of the system (matrix) 
on the right side of Eq. (ll), which is clearly the same as the complexity of 
the system 
w3 - w6 
Y= w3 - w6 1 . 
K(9) 1 
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By construction, Yis a semisimple linear system. It also follows from Eq. 
(11) and the nonsingularity of A and B that 
dim L,(l, w, w*,. . ,, w*) = dim L,( w3 - w6, K(9)). 
To verify that our system Spsatisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 4A, we have 
to show that dim L(1, w,. . . , w*) = 5. But this follows from the well-known 
fact that [Q(w) : Q] = 6. We have thus demonstrated that F(G) is equiva- 
lent to the system 9, and Theorem 4A tells us that its complexity is 
computable; and as we indicated earlier, minimal algorithms for F(G) are 
constructible. 
We now proceed to the general case F(G), where G is a p-primary group 
and p # 2. By Theorem 3 there exist integers N, da,. . . , d, such that 
N 
J’(G) - ,;odT(~‘)- 
We will demonstrate that there exist nonsingular rational matrices A, and B, 
such that 
AT-( P’)B, = 
v(p’-1) 0 
o 1 K(P’) ’ 
where K( p’) is a semisimple linear system. This will imply that 
f’(G) - ,&‘~(p’)~ 
where the d,’ are positive integers; that is, F(G) is equivalent o a semisimple 
linear system. A simple counting argument will then show that this system 
satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 4A, and this will enable one to compute 
the complexity of F(G). 
Our argument will be by induction on N. The case N = 1 was already 
treated in [3], where Winograd demonstrated our assertion for the l-dimen- 
sional DFT on p points, p a prime. We move on to the general case. 
We return to the notation of Section 3. The structure of the mat+ V( pk) 
is given there. Let us form the +(m) x (+(m) + @(m/p)) matrix V(pk) by 
adjoining to V( pk) all columns of the form 
(_rrgO) rd2) - * * d+(m) - I)), -- 
where +( m ) I r < m, and r is relatively prime to p. Then 
v( p”) = F( pk)l*, 04 
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where I* is the (+(m) + @(m/p)) x +(m) matrix whose first G(m) rows 
are the identity matrix and the remaining rows are zero. 
It was shown in [3] that there is a permutation matrix P such that 
V( p”)P, = v( pk)#, 
where 
D(Pk) 
1 P- 2P ... bw - l)P 
1 Pg(l) G?(l) (+4 - l)Pgw 
= 1 Pgca 2pgc4 (+(4 - l)Pgw ) 
. . . . 
; &#44 - 1) ~Pgwd - 1) *** i9w - l)Pgb#+d - 1) 
and 
Mm)-1 
E( p”) = c g(u)Cqz@) - 1). 
rr=o 
Lemma 1 of Section 2 implies that 
D(pk)= 
that is, p copies of V( pk -‘) stacked one on top of the other. Proceeding as 
in our example, we view E( pk) as an element in the representation of 
F[ u]/(u*(“) - l), where now F = 4&e(m)). We write ( uGcrn) - 1) = 
(u+(~‘J’) - l)#k(~), a product of relatively prime polynomials in Q[u], 
where qk( U) = CjIo u P ’ *p(m’p)j - 1. By the CRT, we have a rational isomor- 
phism 
F[u]/(u*‘“‘- 1) = F[u]/(u*(~‘P) - 1) @ F[u]/($,(u)). 
The corresponding matrix statement is that there exists a nonsingular 
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rational matrix B such that 
BE(pk)P = o 
[ 
NPk) 0 I Gk) ’ 
@(m/P)-1 
fQk) = c ajcj( Uq(m/P) - 1) 
j=O 
9(m)-+(m/p)-l 
Kbk)= c B,Wk(u)) 
j=O 
and aj, flj are defined by the equations 
NW?- 1 
c ajd = Lk( u) mod uQ(m/P) - 1 
j=O 
Nm)-dJ(m/P)-l 
c piu' = &( #) mod +kb) 
j-0 
and 
@Cm)--1 
Lk(U) = c d.w* 
j=O 
We next leave it to the reader to argue as in Remark 2 above that 
PV(Pk-l) 
BD(pk) = ; I I . 0 0 
To then show that H( pk) = 0, we write Lk( u) = Sk( u)7”( u), a product of 
relatively prime polynomials in Q[ u], where 
@J(m)-+(m/p)-l 
%(u) = c gL+’ 
j=O 
p-1 
T,(u) = C g(9(m/p)j)d+("/P)j, 
j=O 
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and show that Tk( u) = 0 mod u 9(m’p) - 1. The last assertion follows once 
we show that 
p-1 
c &+Wi+j) = 0. 
j-0 
But Lemma 1 implies that the entries in this last sum are all distinct p-roots 
of unity, and therefore the sum is 0. 
We have by now shown that 
V(pk-l) 0 0 
0 I 0 K(Pk) * 
If we next define the $(m) x (G(M) + @(m/p)) matrix 
0 0 
OI 1 , Mm) - +(m/p) 
then 
0 = V(pk-l) 0 
Bp I[ 0 Ihk) 1 s. (13) 
Now using Eq. (12) and setting Pr = P2 I *, we can write 
where 
and T is a rational matrix. Because the left-hand side of Eq. (14) is 
nonsingular, so must be K( pk) and T. 
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As we discussed in the beginning of this section, our result implies that 
F(G) - II,N_,d/K( p’), and this last system is clearly a semisimple linear 
system. To show that this system satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 4A, we 
must show that dim L,(l, e(m), e(m)*,. . ., e(m)*(m)-1) = C$,deg #/(u). 
But 
f deg #,(u) = C(+(P’) - +(P’-‘)) = @(ml - 1. 
I=1 
Also, dim Lo(1, e(m),. . ., e(m)*(m)-l) = [f&e(m)) : Q] - 1 = +(m) - 1. 
We can now use Theorem 4A to compute the complexity of F(G) and to 
construct minimal algorithms in this case. 
6. THE ~-PRIMARY CASE, p = 2 
When p = 2 the situation is very much the same as when p is odd, with 
one major difference. The group of units in Z/2kZ is not cyclic, but is is 
isomorphic to (Z/22) @ ( Z/2k-2Z) when k 2 3; the cases k I 2 are 
trivial. In this case (k 2 3) we will show that there exist nonsingular rational 
matrices A, and B, such that 
I v(2’-‘) A,V(2’)B, = K(2’; 1) I 9 K(2’; 2) 
where K(2’; a) are semisimple linear systems, a = 1,2. This will imply that 
F(G) is equivalent to a system 9, where 
sP= fi d,‘K(2’; 1) x d,K(2’; 2) X d;K(2; 2) 
I=2 1 
is a semisimple linear system. Verifying that Ysatisfies the hypothesis of 
Theorem 4A will require a simple counting argument. This will then give the 
complexity of 9, and therefore also of F(G). Because many of the argu- 
ments from the previous section are essentially repeated here, we will omit 
many of the details. 
We again start by considering the matrix V(2k) as given in Section 3. We 
may permute the columns of V(2k) so that the first row becomes 
(gtl4-- (2k-’ - 2)13z-..(2k-1 - l)), 
where w = exp(2ni/2k), and write V(2k) = [D(2k)lE(2k)], where D(2k) 
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and fi(2k) are 2k-’ X 2k - ’ matrices. As in Section 2, we take 5 to be the 
generator of the Z/2k - 2Z subgroup of the group of units. As in Lemma 1, 
the image of 5 mod 2k-’ is a generator of the large cyclic subgroup of the 
group of units of Z/2k-‘Z. It follows that we can write UlW - 1) 
D(2k) = 
l(k - 1) I 1 U,(k - 1) ’ w - ) 
where U,(k - 1) are 2k- 3 x 2k - 2 matrices, and there is a permutation 
matrix P such that 
p Ul(k - 1) [ 1 U,(k - 1) = V(27. (1) 
We next adjoin to V(2k) the 2k - 2 columns 
(ago ug(1) * * - ug(2k-’ - 1) &g(O) &g(l) * * * uhg(2k-’ - l))‘, 
where a is an odd integer between 2k -’ and 2k - 1 and h = m - 1 to form 
v(2k), and 
V(29 = V(291*, (2) 
where I* is the (2k-’ + 2k-2) x (2k-‘) matrix whose first 2k-’ rows are 
the identity matrix, and the remaining rows are zero. Next we permute the 
columns of V(2k) to form 
where 
v(2q# = V(29P*, (3) 
IJ-(~~)* = [ D(2k)lE(2k)] 
and the first row of E(2k) is 
(0 g(1) g(2) * *. g(2k-2 - 1) h hg(1) hg(2) *. . hg(2k-2 - 1)). 
Then 
E(2k) = 
~5(2~; 1) E(2k; 2) 
E(2k;2) 1 E(2k; 1) ’ (4) 
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where 
p-2-1 
and 
E(2k; 1) = c gJ&qu’~-* - 1) 
j-0 
p-2-1 
E(2; 2) = c hg( j)c’( zF2 - 1). 
j=O - 
Next we observe that e(m)*‘-’ = -e(m) (m = 2k), and this implies that 
E(251) = [s, ;l] 
and 
E(2k;2) = [ -F;k ;p], 
(5) 
(5) 
where E and F are elements in the regular representation of F ‘[ u]/( uzke3 + 
l), F’ = Q(e(m)). 
From Eqs. (4) and (5) it follows by direct computation that if we define 
1;(2) =(; J1), and the 2k-’ x 2k-’ matrix Fl = F(2) 8 12k- 2, the 
3(2k-2) x 3(2k-2) matrix F2 = I2 x Fl-‘, F3 = F(2) 0 I,,-,, F4 = F,F, 
and F, = F2 F3-‘, then 
U,(k-l)+U*(k-1) 0 0 0 0 
F,V(2k)*F5 = 
I 
0 0 K(k;l) 0 0 
0 0 0 0 K(k;2) 1 U,(k-l)+U,(k-1) 0 0 0 0 ’ 
where K(k; 1) = E, + Fk and K(k; 2) = Ek - Fk. Using Eq. (l), there is a 
rational matrix S such that 
v(2k-1) 0 0 0 0 
SF,V(2k)#F; = 0 0 K(k;l) 0 0 . 
0 0 0 0 K(k;2) 
If we next define the 2k -l x 3(2k- 2, matrix 
I,,-, 0 0 0 0 
T= 0 0 I,,-, 0 0 
0 0 0 0 I*,-, 
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then 
V(2k-i) 0 0 
SV(29# = [ 0 K(k;l) 0 
0 0 K(k 2) 
where 3 = SF, and F = F,T. Using Eqs. (2), (3), and (6) 
I 
c (6) 
SY(2k) = S8(2k)#I* 
= SV(2k)#Pz-i1* 
c V(2k-1) 0 0 1 = I 0 K(k;l) 0 T*, (7) 0 0 K(k; 2) I 
where T * = pPzMIZ*. Because the left-hand side of Eq. (7) is nonsingular, 
so must be K(k; l), K(k; 2), and T. 
We have shown that 
V(2k-1) 0 0 
SV(2k)T* = 0 K(2k; 1) 0 
0 0 K(2k; 2) 1 
) 
where the K(2k; a), a = 1,2, are semisimple linear systems. In order to 
finish our argument, we note that V(1) = (1) and V(2) = ( : _f’ i). Thus 
(1/WWW = (; 3) and if we set K(1; 2) = (i), then 
F(G) - d;K(l; 2) x fi d;K(2’; 1) x d/%(2’; 2) . 
I 
(8) 
1-2 
The system on the right-hand side of Eq. (8), which we will denote by Yis 
semisimple. To show that it satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 4A, we 
observe that dim L,(l, e(l n), e(m)‘,..., e(m)2k-1) = Zk-’ - 1. But also 
dew,(u) + 2 &-ks~lb))=l+2(~~21) 
I=3 
= 1 + 2(2k-’ - 1) 
= 2k-’ - 1 
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This proves our assertion about the system 9, and we can use Theorem 4A 
to compute its complexity, which is the complexity of F(G). 
7. THE GENERAL CASE 
In this fmal section we study the general case of F(G), where G = G, @ 
. . . 8 G,, and Gj are p-primary groups corresponding to distinct primes. 
We will prove that F(G) is equivalent to a semisimple linear system which 
satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 4A. Our proof is by induction on the 
number of direct summands. Sections 5 and 6 took care of the initial case. 
For the general case, let G’ = G, @ . . . $ GN-i, and G = G’ + G,. By 
induction, there are nonsingular rational matrices R,, R,, R,, R, such that 
W(G’)R, =[ 0’ ;] 
where Z and I’ are identity matrices, S = CsjAj and T = CtjBj are semisim- 
ple linear systems, Aj and Bj are matrices in the representation of semisim- 
ple algebras aj and /Ij, dim L,(S) = C dim aj = +(M) - 1, where M is the 
least common multiple of the orders of the elements in G’, dim L,(T) = 
C dim flj = +( pk) - 1, and pk is the 1.c.m. of the orders of the elements in 
G,. Clearly (M, pk) = 1. Now 
F(G) = F(G’) 0 F(G,) 
But S @ T - Cjisizj(Ai Q Bj) is also a semisimple linear system (because 
the tensor product of semi-simple algebras is semi-simple), and therefore so 
is 9. Also 
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The last equality holds because $J is a multiplicative function. Therefore, 
zdima, + cdirnflj + xdim(ai QD pj) = +(Mp“) - 1. 
i i i,i 
But dim Lo(Y) = $(&I~) - 1, and blpk is the 1.c.m. of the orders of the 
elements in G. This completes the induction argument. 
Remark 3. To actually compute p9’we must know the number of direct 
summands (fields) in the algebras (Y~ CXJ g. But (Y~ and pj are direct sums of 
fields, and as we have seen, these fields are cyclotomic. And it is easy to 
compute the number of maximal ideals in the tensor product of cyclotomic 
fields. 
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